NEW LOOK EASY CAMP SLEEPING BAGS DELIVER SUPERB VALUE FOR MONEY CHOICE
Easy Camp 2020 sleeping bags have
evolved to bring you an eye-catching
choice ideal for camping, travel, outdoor
events or overnight visits to family and
friends. And the Scandi brand has worked
hard to ensure the sleeping bags provide a
good night’s sleep knowing the good looks
that ooze appeal, highlight reliability and
warmth, plus offer great value for money.
Ideal for outdoor
adventures where a good night’s sleep in a cosy bag sets you up for the next day’s
fun, Easy Camp mummy-style sleeping bags are packed with features that enhance
the performance of their materials and insulation. The easy-care synthetic insulation
delivers that cosy warmth needed to truly enjoy active outdoor life. Flexibility in use
is easy thanks to a cowl hood with draw cord and full-length, two-way zips with
insulating baffle, plus an anti-snag guard, allowing heat retention or easy ventilation.
Three models comprise:
Cosmos (pictured right) – available in black, blue and green with junior
versions in black, green and red. Perfect for light adventures in the
sunny months, festivals and sleep overs.
Nebula (L pictured left) – available in M, L and XL versions providing
increased insulation for more adventurous camping.
Orbit (400 pictured below right) – 200, 300 and 400 options provide
insulation options and features required for year-round outdoor life.
Campers looking for leg room to move at night will love the versatility
and space provided by Easy Camp rectangular sleeping bags that can
be adapted for use in a wide range of situations. Adjusting the
warmth offered by the hollow fibre synthetic fill is easy using the fulllength, two-way zips that also enable each bag to be used as a duvet
or zipped together as required. Design detail includes an integral padded headrest,
full-length zip baffle, zip cover and inside pocket. Three models comprise:
Chakra (pictured left) – black and blue options for sleep overs
and use during warmer nights or in caravans and
motorhomes.
Astro (pictured right) – M and L options provide more
insulation for general camping
Moon (pictured bottom left) – single and double options are
ideal for family camping into the shoulder months.
Finally, Image Kids sleeping bags continue and easy-care
travel sheets add comfort and convenience by helping keep
bedding clean, reducing the need for campers and travellers
to wash their sleeping bags.

For further information about Easy Camp sleeping bags and mats, including RRPs
and details of your nearest Easy Camp dealer, visit easycamp.com
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RRP: Cosmos £29.99; Cosmos Jr £25; Nebula M £37; Nebula L £43; Nebula XL £49;
Orbit 200 £52.99; Orbit 300 £59.99; Orbit 400 £64.99; Chakra £19.99; Astro M £32.99; Astro L £37;
Moon £37; Moon Double £17
Temperature and season ratings – All our adult sleeping bags are tested to European Standards that
dictate requirements for sleeping bags. They specify the use of a computer-controlled thermal
manikin similar in shape and size to the human body. A sleeping bag containing a manikin is placed
inside a temperature-controlled climate chamber and tested in accordance with a prescribed
procedure to determine the thermal insulation properties of the bag.
Recommended temperature limits are based on the insulation properties measured and on
knowledge of how the human body reacts to thermal conditions during sleep. (All double bags are
tested with one manikin only and therefore the temperatures are most likely to be different from
the one stated if two people are using the bags).
On each of our sleeping bags we quote the recommended temperature ratings for the following:
Tcomfort – lower comfort limit in standard use (woman)
Tlimit – lower limit when curled up in standard use (man)
Textreme – lowest extreme temperature for survival (woman)
Cosmos – Tcomfort 12˚C, Tlimit 8˚C, Textreme -5˚C
Nebula M − Tcomfort 7˚C, Tlimit 2˚C, Textreme -12˚C
Nebula L − Tcomfort 6˚C, Tlimit 1˚C, Textreme -14˚C
Nebula XL − Tcomfort 5˚C, Tlimit 0˚C, Textreme -15˚C
Orbit 200 − Tcomfort 4˚C, Tlimit -1˚C, Textreme -17˚C
Orbit 300 − Tcomfort 2˚C, Tlimit -4˚C, Textreme -21˚C
Orbit 400 − Tcomfort -3˚C, Tlimit -9˚C, Textreme -28˚C
Chakra − Tcomfort 15˚C, Tlimit 10˚C, Textreme 5˚C
Astro M − Tcomfort 9˚C, Tlimit 5˚C, Textreme -8˚C
Astro L − Tcomfort 10˚C, Tlimit 6˚C, Textreme -6˚C
Moon − Tcomfort 7˚C, Tlimit 2˚C, Textreme -12˚C
Moon Double − Tcomfort 10˚C, Tlimit 5˚C, Textreme -9˚C
We also give every Easy Camp sleeping bag a season rating as a rough guide to its potential use.
These are:
Season 1 For use in the summer months only
Season 2 For use from late spring through to early autumn

Season 3 For use from early spring through to early autumn
Season 4 For use throughout all seasons but more suited to colder conditions
Full product specifications, RRPs and details of nearest retailer can be found on the Easy Camp
website, easycamp.com Sleeping bags: https://www.easycamp.com/en-gb/webshop/campingsleeping-gear
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